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THEORY OF NEUTRON SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS ON MOMENTUM
DISTIUBUTXONSIN QUANTUM FLUIDS
Richard N. Silver
MS B262, Theoretical Division
Loe Alum Neutron Smttdng Center
Loe Alunoe National Laboratmy
Loe Ahnme, NM 87545
L INTRODUCTION
Momentum distributions are of fundamental intaeet to our understanding
of tha many body phyeics of quantum eolids ●id fluids. Sinco the original
suggestion by Hohenberg and Platxman,l thaw havo been msny experimmtxz
with the goal of determining momontum distributions by scattering neutrons ●t
momentum trmnefer high ●nougb to invoko tho impulse ●pproximation (IA). Tho
IA is questionable for helium, becauee tho Ho-Ho potinthl is steeply Iwpulehm at
short distances loading t~ eigni!lcant flnsl stata corrections.
Thoso must be
usidoretaod in odor to ●xtrxct fkom ●xperiment the parametetn of Intaree&such ●s
the Boee condonsati fiction in 4H0 or tho Ford surface discontinuity in 3H0.
Most theoriee for final sta~ corrections~,$s,d havo prediti
● queei-krentxhn
bmsdcning of tbo IA. Howovor, Gmch, ot d.7 ●rgued, via a complox many-body
cumulant dorhtfon, that red spece comhions result in ● non=bentxian final
Stati broad~ping.
A simpl. quaeicltical
theory for this prediction was given by
Silver ●nd Roitor,~ who oxprauod the corroctlona in terms of tho radial
distribution fbnctfon, g(r), ●nd tho Ho-He cross action. Until now ● fblly quantum
theory, which included the comet phy Ike for tho quantitative corroctlon of
●xperiment, has been lacking.
In this paper, I present tho fht perturlmtivo dorhmtion of the final stata
corrections to tbo impulse approximation for d~p inelastic neutron scattering
oxperfmcnta. TIMfind ststi broadening is found to dopamd on g(r) ●nd tbo He-He
pharo sh[fb, 7%. thmry eatldlos the f~mn IW1O,
th d sum ml. (Wkinctic●nergy”)
vaiid -t high Q, ●nd tho Ua sum rule, [n the structure of tho theory, tho eelf=oner~
tmns don. would had to quaei40rontxian broadwaing, Howevor, theee ●rc
exactly cancolod by a part of the vertax tame which introduce g(r). Numericai
resuits ●re presentd for superfluid ~Ho,

IL MOTIVATION
M us review the physical picture flint dimmed
by Gmmh,
derived in a quaaiclassical approximation by Silver and Reitir.s

et al.7 and

A neutron scattering from a helium quantum fluid instantaneously imparts
momentum tranafer Q and an ●nergy transfer u to ●n atom. The impulse
●pproximation (LA) is obtained if Q and u art Iargo compared to ●ny of the
momentum ●nd ●nergy scslea characterizing the fluid, w that the helium atim can
Then Q S(Q,U) is ● fbnction only of ● “scaling”
km amuned b recoil kly.
variable, Y = M(u - AQW2M)/AQ, and it is olmply related to the initial
momontum distributio~ n(p) ●cccdng to

●

Q
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Howovor, tho Ho.Hc potential ia stiply
violating tho conditions for tho LA. TIM final *U
noighkm should broadon tho IA, ●cording to

repulsive ●t ihmt distances
mtkrlng of the H. ●tom by ih

m

Q S(Q,d

●

F(k’) =

I

dY’ Rn(Y - Y) F,A(Y7

(2)

.m

R*Y) would be a Laentzianl in t.h a.impl~ approzim.ation that tho Ho atim
SCSttem ●t ● constant rata In p Ull,.lf, whore P is dcdty,
v - AW
IS v~loc~t)’t
●nd 0H0.H6is tho croution.
In reality, tho final atata wattering rate is not ● conata.nt becwse the Initial
positions of tha hoiium ●●e stmngiy comelati.
Figure 1 daows tho Ho-Ho
Potantialo ●nd tho mdlal diatrlbutionlo fbnction, g(r), for 4H0. ‘I’ho●tacnsdt in tlm
attracdvo part of tho pbndd (r > 2.7 A) at somo dlstan- horn thoateoply
repulaivo com (r s 2.9A) respcmiblo for tho final stata mttirtng ●t high Q. In
W!gnor’s qunsklaalcal
approxlmatlon,l I tho variablo Y la conjugata to tho
dlst.mce wtdch tho redllng atim tmwls befora reaching tic core, As the are
fow colliaiods ●t wy mll collioion djshnce, R~Y) ohoula be narrower than tho
Cmentdu pmdktion ●nd lack Laentskn Milt.
To obtain this physka In a filly quantum thw~, 1 must mtdn the full
Corrclmtion? in tho ground ctau, ●xpti
through g(r), in ● calculation of t.h
dyna.mkal acattdng law, 94Q,cJ),gfvnn by
(3)
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Fig. 1 Ho-Ho potmtial, V(r), ●nd th radial distribution ftMctJon, g(r), for 4He at
T = O“K.
If I nalv.ly
proud
m porturlmtiv.ly
mpand only tho timo dopndont part of
(3), I find ●n inflnita numtwr of tmna which divorga ●a Invorsa powora of
u - AQV2M + ic. A rnothod fbrinfln.itiordor raummation is rqu.irod. TIM Kubo
fonnuh for tho kquoncy dopcadont ●ktrical conductivity in ● mutal, u(u), has ●
form similar to Eq, (3), A dmilar problom mum in which perturbation ●xpwdon
IU8UIMIn ●n inflniti number ofdvwgant *In invorn powm ofu + k. On.
mlution of this pmblom Is to w LJouvillo parturbadon theory and G diagonal
projection opartur motld to rwum d tho singular tomts.lt I ●
dopt ● similar
procdura to ovaluah 8(Q,u), oxcopt that I U- ●n oi?-dlqd
-on
oporstir
●pproprhti for Q ● 0, Aa is truo for tbo pomwktlva dmlvatbi of Boltmnann
.quatAon WUUOmfor tbo rodctivity starting km the Kubo fommla, I find that
vo~x tmsifmud b swtdnwi ●nd tlmc mtrodum tbo cmwlati~
@r/.

In tonm of ?oynma.n d.h~,
th pcnurtmtiva 08~0SiOn of ltq, (3) should
yield tho Dyron quation shown in Fig. 2, I ●Mumo tht Q Is dflclontly high that
tbo dynun.ics of low mmnonturn hol~ crmtsd by tk and mpmonti
by +
,
WUm ovor a much lon~r timo Malo thun tho dynamdca of high momontum
pWtiCb,
C~Std
by h+h ●Qmd ropmwntd by +
, T%. wig@y Iinoa mprennt
T-mtdm.
So tb dynunks of bolos can k !gnomd, but thlr Inn@ntanooua
spatial comlationa (dofhd by g(r,t) fort = 0) am importmt, If on\y the bam and
nlf ono~ tarms in FIgi 2 ●m Invludd, the rowit would IM qud.bmontxian
broadonhtg of tho LA.~ Tbo vortax tam In Flu, 2 Includoo t holo four point
fhnction, roprowntd by ~, which 1. rolatd to g(r) - 1. Lncluo.lonof th V.*X
tam yhlds t non-lmontsim
flrml staw brcmdming of th LA. A pmciM maanlng
@ thodla~oln
Fig. 2 will bogivon in SoCS,❑ Iandl’V.

.<o=<”+qo+qq
8;
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Diagrammatic representation of the Dyeon equation for deep inelastic
neutron scattering.

Fig. 2

Ill HARD CORE PERTURBATION THEORY FOR DYNAMICS
In this section, I preeent a general fkamework for the Liouville perturbative
expansion of S(Q,U) in terme off-diagonal projection operator methods ●nd ground
state expectation valuee of products of creation and annihilation operatora. In the
following eaction I specialize to the particular can of ‘deep inelastic neutron
scattering”(DINS) ●t high Q.
I define

● ‘supero
rstor” as an operator $ which acte on the ordinary
right, eay r , to create ● new ordinary operator6’, ●
ccording to *O =
~. For ●xample the Liouville superopera~r ~ isdeflned by

operatorto iu

id = -lA,bl

(4)

denota ~n ordinary operator constructed out of sums of products of ecalars
and creation snd ●nnihilation operntire, ●nd “denotee ● .uperopera@r. If R can be
writtin ●s the sum of kineti& ●nd potantial, ~, terms, then aimilariy ~ = K + V,
Here ‘

Consider then the quantity which ucwumin S(Q,d, Eq. (3)
W(4 =

(5)

In tarms of superoperatam
(6)
Eq, (6) can be expanded ●s ● Dyeon ●
quation
(7)
Shwa R A+k+Q4h= (Ct+q-CJA ‘k ,aAk,the simguhr ta= in *e exwng~onof(q) ●s
inveme powers of @+ ic - hQW2Moccur ●s (AM’- ~)1 operates on tame of the form
In gonoral, $%u) has the form of ●n Inflnlw rnummation of terms consisting of
a ecalar timaa products of creation ●nd snnhilation operatora. Following the
trcatmentl~ of tho singultr terms in th~ Kubo fermuh developed by Argyres ●nd
Sigel, I seek a projection superoperator A wh{ch projec~ out only thoee components
of ●n opnrator, b, which cream single particlo excitations of momontum Q out of
the ground stab, i.e.

(8)
h

Argyres and Sigel12 us+ a diagonal projec@ su~ro~rator,
Q = O, whereaa I
uae an off-diagonal one. A muet ah eatisfy AA = A and AA+k+#k ‘~+k+()~k.
Defining ~’ = 1- & straightforward manipulations
Dyson equation (7) for $Q(cJ)
&sQ(d= +

then yield from the
(9)

-~ 5e(o)+ +
~u+-K limiw(u)

where the T superoperatar is
*..
----ATA m AVA + AVA’

1

k+

---

(lo)

A*VA

-k-&qp

Note that (10) is the superoperator analogue
equation.

of the Hamiltonian

A two body approximation would be to replace ‘i’by
?(j = -(*,5 I
where the two body ‘!’matrix operator in

“k matrix

(ii)

(12)

Hem Tkll@ are the Wa]u component of the ‘1’-umtrix,which can be expreaeed in
anglee when w is on-energy-shell. Note
that exactly this two-body ●
pproximdomla is wed in the perturbative derivation
of the reaistivity starting tlom the Kubo formula.
term of tho phaee ahifta and ecattdng

1 claim the following is
superoperator required

●n

●xplicit construction

of the projection
(13)

.-

it)

s

\“

nh -nb+Q

Here [A,B] is ● commutator, nh = <t”~dk>, ●nd c > denotee ground state
ava%ge. Remarkably, tho same formula worke for BoeoM ●nd Formions.
Wthin the two-bodyT-matrix ●pprdmation,
I find that Eqs, (3), (9) and
(13) constitute a chad s~tam of ●
quations forS(Q,4, These depend c n properties
of the ground sta~ through tho nk ●nd through ● four-point Nmcthm
(14)
Usually I do not have complete infomnation on O(kl ,k2,Q), I do know ta symmetry
prope~essuch ●. Wkl,k~,Q) = O(kl,k~,K) where K = k2=Q=kl, I aleo know ● sum
(15)

which f’ollowsfrom the definition of S(Q). Here, g(r) is the radial distribution
function and p = N/fl is the density. As we shall see, the first term on the right
hand side gives rise to self energy terms in the Dyson equations and the second
term to vertex terms. Nom that the -1 component of the second term exactly
cancels the first term.
IV. S(Q,d AT HIGH Q
I now specialize to the problem of deep inelastic neutron scattering (DINS),l S
which is the behavior of S(Q,U) for very high Q. For clarity, f restrict the
calculation tQ 4He, I will use the concept of high, capital “Q”, and low, small “q”,
momenta to select the important tmns at high Q. To define “high” and “low”
momenta operationally,
a high momentum Q is where to an excellent
approximation nq = O and p~dar ei~”tig(r) - 1) = O(or &@po> = 0), That is high
momenta greatly exceed the typical momenta chamcterixiag the condensed phase.
At high Q, I expect that two-body collisions dominate the final state broadening, so that the approximation Eq. (11) is valid. I aho expect that the Tklk2qcan
be taken to be the he particle T-matrix bacause the nq are negligible at high Q. A
tedious, but straightforward, expansion of Eqs. (9), (11)-(13) would then yield a
complicated set of equations for the components ~e~of ~$qu) defined by
(16)
At high Q, I find the following simplifications:
1)

The projection operatar can be reduced w
(17)

where the prime on the summation means it is restricti

to low moments.

2)

Terms ganors’d of the form A+k,k.e
A always have negligible coefficients
Wkl,irg,Q),
●nd so the second term m (17) can be dropped.
--

3)

Te~-~nctrst4
from ‘hh ●re negligible compared with terms generated
from TA’k ,~, becauw the corresponding * matrice~ are lsrger for high
momenta due to the steeply repulsive He potentiaL

4)

At high Q, the forward ●nd backward ~attering Bom symmetrized T-matrix

it to ● good approximation

● function

only of Q and q, i.e.
(19)

5)

1cm take ‘!’(Q,q)to be on.energy-shell since I am intmested ir, AUvery close
to th@t -coil energy NQV2M, (1may wish to consider of!’+nctgy.shell ‘i’iQ,q)
for smaller Q, which would introhd
●n ssymmetry weighted toward high
w Th!s could also be important in the pmblom of electron scattering in
nuclear physics.)

Following this line of reasoning, I arrive at a relatively simple equation for
the SQk
q;)”=

~“

-

‘
,+ Q+-It

~

I

id +

~’sQ

~

On, ~

(u)fi~,q)
~ ak-q,k’,q)

(20)

‘-q

Consider first the limit of a non-interacting system wh~re g(r) +1. Then
Iiln

J- ~ w-q,

N,q) =

grbbl nk #

l+=p’

(21)

would satisfy *Ae sum rule, Eq. (15), and would be the correct non-interacting
result, Then (20) is readily solved to yield
Iim
~rl-1

!$(d=

—
A@+-c*+Q

1

(22)
-

pfiq,o)

This is the usual self-energy corrected propagawr for a high Q particle in terms of
the forward scattering T-matrix. This result would yield quasi-Lorentzian final
state broadening of the impulse approximation. (Going off-energy-shell would
introduce some asymmetry toward the high u side of the recml peaks).
Howt tar, g(r) ia very different from 1. While I don’t exactly know
n-i~XkO(k-q,k’,q), I do know the nk weighted average of it from the sum rule, Eq.
(15). Thwefore, I approximate it by iti average

(23)
This will lead to a convolution form of the final stata broadening, Eq. (2). When
Eq. (231 ie substituted into Eq. (20) them ●re three terms on the right hand side.
These terms may be represented by the Feynrnan diagrams shown in Fig. 2. A
solution of Eqs. (20) and (29) can be obtained as followe.
SQh(U) is a function only of k~ v%ern parallel (I) isdefined with respect to the
direction of Q. Then on. can sum over ql. Defino

(24)
.-

(25)
and
(26)
tJs{ng the scaling variable,l 3 Y - M(aI- AQWW/fiQ, [ ob~in
.

~“ I(A,-qtJF(qt)
‘y-‘v’(v =‘A+ J~Ju3-

{27)
‘t
The second term of(27) has the farm of a convolution, and w th~ equations can be
SOIved by Fourier traneform from mom.ntum space to mal space

sa=x
‘1

iiQ

x

m

I

o

e’kr
exp i ~ cw
II

&

+ r(29)
t

(28)

where I’(x)is he Fourier transform of~(ql), Eq. (24).
i use semiclassical methods,l 4 which are certainly accurate at high Q, to
solve for I’(x). I start with the standard expression for T in terms of phme shifts.
(29)

At high Q, a large number of t contribute to (29). I can therefore replace the sum
by an integral using the Poieson summation formula. The scattering angle,
8 = 2q~/Q, is small. I can therefore use the large ehmall angle representation of
Legendre polynomials in terms of Beseel functions
(30)

where IN$) is a unit vector perpendicular to Q. The summation over q~ in (24)
simply yields a 8-function involvictg rk in Eq. (23). I replace the angular
momentum 4 by the impact parameter, b = (t+ l/2)ZYQ.Then lrJ.1= b. I evaluate
the phase shifta, 8(b), using the JWKB approximation.
V. RESULTS FOR DEEP INELASTIC NEUTRON SCA’ITERING
Following the steps outlined in Sec. IV yields the following final results for
ffnal state broacieningfunction as doffned in Eq. (2)
9

( Ix

f-

I

(31)

where
2np

r(d = —

io

--

I

(32)

(33)

Mb}
fb=e

“

-1+

I’(m) ia related by ● constant to tho He-Ha T-matix,
Only the MI= -1 term is
significant in the summation in Eq, (M), and it leads to he hard sphere glory
osciIlations of the He-He croez section. I will refer to Eq. (31) at the “hard core
perturbation theory” result (HCPT).

The final results, Eqa, (31)-(3S), meet cl] the requirements for a quantum
theory discussed by Silver ●nd Reiter,8 Comparing the present results with the
quasiclaasical theory (QC), I find that the mathematical form from HCPT is
remarkably similar. However, In the present theory: 1) forward diffractive
scattering is properly taken into account, so chat the second term produr~s glory
oscillations (absent in QC) and the large x scattering rata is l/2pv 2n#, (2 x QC);2)

the db integrals now involve the phase shif?s (rather than the “effective” hard
sphere radius in QC), so that steeply repulsive potentials can also be handled;
3) the argument of g(r) is simpler, which allows HCPT ta satisfy the d and d sum
rulesls for much smaller Q (not true in QC for Q < 20 ~- 1), and which eliminates
the strong dependence on the detailed form ofg(r) obtained in the QC theory; 4) the
integral in the argument of the exponential extends to x (it was d2 in QC); 5) there
is a shift in the peak position due ta the real part of 17x)(absent in QC). I have no
explanation for the differences between these two theories.
The HCPT results also differ quantitatively from the work of Gersch, et al.7
while they agree regarding the importance of spatial correlations. The decoupling
approximation is differenh HCPT expresnes the results in terms of g(r) where Ref.
7 does not, HCPT properly handles the forward dif%ctive scattering where Ref. 7
does not, etc.
The HCPT results can be derived by an altarnate procedure in which I
approximate the Harniltnnian to retain only the high momenta and ehort distance
(i.e. r such that V(r) - O(MQWM)) component in the dynamics. The static
expectation values am evaluated in a ground state determined from the low
momenta and long range parb of the Hamiltonian. This was, in fact, the rtiginal
I’Ollte ti Eqs. (31)-(33).
Results similar to (31)-(33) can be derived for Fermion systems (e.g. sHe),
except that the summation in (?!) must be changad to account for the different
Statistic.
The final state broadening, Eq. (31), has been evaluated numerically for
superfluid 4He. Figure $ compares the HCPT resolution function to a
R “Cp, vs. R ~z at so A-’
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Final data resolution functions, R(Y), calculated for We at Q = 20 Al in
the pment thoory (IiCPT) and in the quasi-bren~ian
approximation
(LZ).

quasi-Lorentzian (LZ) obtained by taking g(r)+ 1 in Eq. (32). The RltcpqiY) has a
narrower FWHM, a zero second moment satisfying the kinetic energy (02) sum
rule, and no high frequency winga.
Figure 4 shows calculations of QS(Q,U) for the HCPI’, LZ, and LA models
using a theoretical momentum distribll.tion calculated by Lern, et al.,lG which has
an 11.9% Bose condensate fraction. For HCPT, the Iinewidth of the non-condensed
atims is comparable to the IA, but the Bose condensate peak ia not clearly
resolved. The LZ lineshape is much wider than the HCPT and the IA, and the
glory oscillations (n& shown) are much larger in LZ than in HCPT. It is
remarkable thet QS(Q,U) turned out to be positive in this calculation as required,
even though RlIcpq4Y) is both positive and negative. This required a close
relationship between g(r) and n(p).
Figure 5 shows the change in QS(Q,U)between 20 A-I and 200 A-I, The Bose
condensate peak only slightly sharpens at 200 A-1, but it is still not clearly
resolved. The approach to the IA is very slow for He (logarithmic in Q), and the LA
is never reached for a hard sphere potential no matter how high the Q. Final state
corrections are important at any experimentally feasible Q.
Detailed numerical predictions for 4He, 3He and the hard sphere Bose liquid
will be presented elsewhere.17
The convolution form for the final state broadening, Sq, (2), can fail for a
variety of reasons: the k-dependence of the lefi hand side of Eq. (23) may be
significant; Q may not be high enough to justify the on-energy-shell approximation
for the T-matrix, etc. A detailed discusuon of the corrections to Eqs. (2) and (31) at
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Calculations of QS[Q,W) in the preeent theory (HCPT), quasi. Lorentzian
(LZ), and the impulse approximation (IA) for AHoat Q = 20AI.
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Calculations

of QS(Q,Q) in the present

theory

(HC~)

for ~He at

Q=20A-1a ndQ= 200A-1.
lower Q is beyond the scope of this article, although the Q achieved in present
generation experimen~ may not be high enough h apply the Eqs. (2) and (31)
blir,dly,
VI.

CONCLUSION

The hard com perturbation
theory of d~ep inelastic neutron scattering
experiments qualitatively
conflma the earlier many-body cumulant theory of
theory of Silver and Reiter.8
The
Gerach, ●t al.7 and the quasiclassical
quantitative predictions tnd the etructum of Lhe theory are new. I have shown
give rise b a non- Lorentzian, zaro second moment
how vertarmwmctiona
lineshape for final stata corrections.
nough Q, the final state
The god news for expimentalia~
is tha~ at high ●
broadening takes the fonq of a convolution and is smaller then the Lamnt.zian
broadening
theories would predict.
The bad news is that neither the Bose
condensate peak in dHe, nor the Femi surface discontinuity in aHe, will be clearly
resolved ia any feaaible DINS expriment.
However, provided the fl nal state
theory is known and instrumental
corrections understood,
a deconvolution
procedure (such aa maximum entropy) might be feasible ta extract the singular
structures and other featurea of momentum distributions.
There must now be a
detailed effcrt to reanalyze momentum distribution experiment on qutmtum solids
and fluids.
method,
that a projection superopera~r
in the limit of Q = 0, can be
problmna at ve~ high Q. Thio suggea~ that the

For theoriata, it is truly remarkable
originally

denigned

b solve

uxtended bJ solve scatbring

transport

problems

.

method may oa applhble

to a

involving tie calculation
ofdynami~
S(Q,U), from a knowledge of shtic correlations, S(Q). An immediam
application will be to momentum distribution experiment in nuclear and particle
phyxiu, WA ‘Melectron nucleus ~tbring.
wide variety

of problems
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